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ARITZ ONA

CITY FLOW

BY FRANKA DIEHNELT & CLAUDIA
REISENBERGER

NINA SOLOMON & HEIDI DAUPHIN

Inspired by the origins of the name Arizona, the art
is a spin-off of the Basque settler term “aritz ona”
or “the good oak tree”. The series of organically
shaped canopies are purposefully staged and
reminiscent of a nature walk.

Just as light rail moves people across cities, the
art illustrates the movement within the
neighborhood. To incorporate local flavor, artists
invited local residents to donate textured items
that provided the tile imprint.

NECTOR CORRIDOR

BOUGAINVILLEA

BY DEBORAH MERSKY
As a pathway for pollination and migratory birds,
this art showcases Phoenix as a nectar corridor.
Bats, birds, bees and moths are celebrated in cut
metal screens. The art serves as a reminder that
traveling to a destination is as essential for nature
as it is for humans.

Inspired by the abundance of bougainvillea in the
beautiful gardens and landscaping in the
neighborhoods, the artist chose polished terrazzo
panels to play up the vivid colors in her depiction
of the bright fuchsia plant.

BY MARY SHINDELL
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WELCOME
Thanks to the City of Phoenix and Valley Metro,
19NORTH has been given many beautiful art
features for our community. We hope you enjoy
your tour as you explore and discover our local art.
For more information about 19NORTH, visit our
website at www.19north.org or stop by our Art
Center at 1820 W. Northern Ave., Suite 130.

TREE OF LIFE
BY DANIEL MARTIN DIAZ

NORTHERN

GLENDALE

BETHANY
HOME

MONTEBELLO

This tile mural design is hand painted and
assembled by Tucson artist Carly Quinn. It
expresses a universal symbol for many
things including growth, wisdom, strength,
healing, beauty, and interconnection.

DUNLAP PARK
AND RIDE
BY MATTHEW & MARIA SALENGER
Nine cones feature laser-cut steel images
based on the drawings of area students who
were asked to re-imagine their schools. The
cones catch various angles of sunlight during
the day creating shadows of the images on
the plaza floor.
Colorful metal panels feature three
architectural designs created for Phoenix
during the past century. Although they were
never built, this art showcases them in another
form for the community to enjoy.

